COMMUNICATION

To the Editor of The Tech:

Sportmanship and fair play seem to me to be two sides of the same coin. As we look at the classics, we recall the ancient Greeks and their great philosophers, who taught the importance of character, and who emphasized the role of sport in developing the virtues of honor, courage, and perseverance. As we look at the modern world, we see the same principles at work, as athletes and citizens alike strive to uphold the highest standards of fair play and sportsmanship.

The quotations for today are:

1. "The road to civilization is paved with the stones of fair play." - Elbert Hubbard

2. "Fair play is the soul of sport." - Nathaniel Housman

The year 1992 was a "victor's" year for Boston College, who won the last Kentucky Derby race.

Forward all through the season with exceptional weather - just enough wind and too much rain - the coat developed "leather" and chaffed action before expiry.

Our annual $600,000-printed-press run

Check included a $45 return on this fine coat. Qualify—full, refund, return with this form in any season to Velvety-lover; this big help is an extra safeguard. The same price—new this winter—the same quality as always: "The best Boston green in Kentucky."